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Preface
SMART Project foreword
The Danish Industry Foundation has spent years working on projects in Denmark
and abroad. The focal point has always been the same – to support Danish
competitiveness.
However, all the projects had different focuses, different approaches and different
participants. As a result of the many lessons learned from these projects, the
Danish Industry Foundation experienced that Danish companies are often
challenged on nearby markets. For obvious reasons, these markets have always
been essential for Danish companies and Danish export.
These markets are still very important. However, sometimes the price competition
can be a challenge. The price of the Danish products is often too high in relation
to the competitors’ prices regardless of the fact that quality or functionality
coincides with the price.
In a time still dominated by the European crisis – financial, economic or debt
related - the export of Danish products to our neighboring countries continues to
suffer. The customers’ financial capacity has been reduced and cheaper products
from Asia and other regions have found their way into our local markets.
Competition is fierce – especially pricewise.
This was the starting point for the SMART project.
The ambition of The Danish Industry Foundation and The Kata Foundation was
to develop a method; a robust and specific approach to ensure that product
innovation in Danish enterprises in practice would result in products of the
highest quality, producible at lower costs and profitable at competitive prices.
Together with the Technical University of Denmark, we have documented the
method in this booklet. The booklet also presents three Danish companies
explaining how the SMART-model has led to less expensive products, higher
customer satisfaction and improved earnings.
We hope that you will enjoy the read!

Mads Lebech
CEO
The Danish Industry Foundation

Peter Skat-Rørdam
President
The Kata Foundation
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SMART Stakeholders
The SMART project is a collaboration between experts and
companies that aims to provide
a combination of competencies
and real development projects
to formulate a relevant and
feasible process that can support
Danish companies.
With The Kata Foundation as
project manager, the stakeholders involved in the project are
experts and consultants from
NNE Pharmaplan, Redacto
Consulting and The University
of Southern Denmark
The Technical University of
Denmark (DTU), Department
of Management Engineering
participates in the project as
'knowledge partner' to synthesise and develop the process.
The 'SMART pilot companies' involved are Bramidan A/S, Gram
Commercial A/S and Kverneland
Group Kerteminde A/S. These
companies have gone through
the SMART process as pilot companies, while a number of other
companies have been involved
on a smaller scale.
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What is in this booklet?
The booklet presents a four-stage process that can be used by companies for product innovation. The booklet is
aimed at managers in small and medium-sized companies in Denmark, but is likely also valid for a number of other
countries.
The first chapter of the booklet presents the background research and motivation as well as an outline of the SMART
process and its four phases.
The second chapter describes experiences from the pilot companies and step-by-step descriptions of how to use the
methods in each phase.
The third and final chapter shows the results reached by the pilot companies and gives suggestions on how to
integrate and implement the SMART process into existing processes.
Finally, suggestions for literature and further reading are given.
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SMART project
background
Background
The European markets are crucial to many Danish
companies – particularly the closest neighboring markets
in Germany, Sweden, Norway and the UK. In 2011, 75,9%
of Denmark’s total export went to EU. Many medium-sized
companies depend on the European markets for a big
share of their turnover and unlike larger companies, they
often do not have a solid business platform on the growth
markets outside of Europe.

What is the SMART project?
The SMART set of methods is used to develop products that
offer customers more value per euro spent. The purpose
is to make companies more competitive in the segments
where they already operate and which constitute the bulk
of their business volume. SMART is a method for intelligent
modification and further development of existing products
in order to better match changing needs in Europe, including tougher price demands. The customers’ needs must
be adequately and precisely met. Customers should not pay
for features or levels of quality that they don’t appreciate.

Problem: The local European markets are stagnating. For
instance, Germany expects GNP growth of only 0.6% in
2013 and 0.9% in 2014.

The SMART project is about collaboration that focuses
directly on customer needs and cost reduction when
developing new products. Starting with an understanding
of the customers’ circumstances and needs, the process
goes on to re-evaluate how all elements of the existing
products might be removed, reduced, upgraded or
redeveloped in order to meet the needs of the customers
more precisely than the competition.

On B2B markets, companies are feeling an increased
demand to deliver high value at a lower price. However,
Danish companies typically focus on developing
increasingly better – but also increasingly more expensive
– products, and companies often find it difficult to drive
product development in more ’frugal’ directions. This
means that Danish companies tend to lack cost-competitive
products in their portfolios and this, in turn, makes it
harder for them to maintain market share when customers
are more focused on cost.

SMART project outcomes
• Increasing value
• Reducing cost
• Supporting growth
• Smarter products

Danish SME-export in 2014:

medium-sized
Interviews with revealed the
s
Danish companie t challenges:
an
following import
•
•
•
•

markets
siness in nearby
Protecting core bu
costs
d lower product
Customers deman
s
ed
ne
atch customer
Solutions that m
entry products
Demand for low

Source: Kata interviews with companies 2012-13

Region

Part of export

Europe

82.8%

Germany

16.4%

Sweden

12.3%

Norway

8.2%

United Kingdom

4.9%

Source: Eksportrådet
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Product features

The SMART process combines methods and working
principles to form a frugal approach to developing
products that are developed with a specific focus on
small and medium-sized companies.

Customer economy

Customer needs

Competition

!

The methods and phases presented in the SMART
process are, therefore, a selection of the most central
methods and activities that leads to higher value,
lower price and improved product margins.

Good enough point

time

The figure shows how Danish companies have a tendency to over specify product features, which are not sustainable with
customer economy. At the same time, competitors from emerging markets come closer to meeting the customers’ actual
needs at lower prices.

SMART solution
Solution: SMART products offer higher value, lower prices
and better margins.

In 2011, we started development of a new
product with strong emphasis on cost reduction and delivering the functionality desired
by the user.

Among the inspirations for the SMART methods is ’design
to customer value’ where products are modified based
on a thorough understanding of customers that allows
product developers to eliminate features that do not affect
customer satisfaction while lacking understanding of the
elements and functionality that customers really appreciate.

By doing detailed user research and by involving several internal stakeholders throughout the development process, we managed to
achieve a 25% higher margin and increased
sales while also offering new and improved
functions to the product.

The SMART project aims to develop a process that includes
methods to understand product value for the customer
and the user, analyse cost of components and processes,
combine customer value and cost reduction potentials into
feasible, high-value concepts, and generate prototypes that
can be tested with users and customers.

The process contributed to a positive attitude and sense of ownership from everyone
involved in the project. From a managerial
perspective, the process reduced investment
risks related with the start of the project.

SMART principles
To create a coherent and effective process, the SMART
project works from a set of principles and methods
compromising the process, which are emphasised
throughout this booklet. The principles are:
•	Work closely with users and customers to learn about
their actual wants and needs for new products.
•	Involve company employees from several disciplines and
functions through the entire process to ensure a broadly
understood and supported process.
•	Respect the different points of view held by internal and
external stakeholders.

Jan Zimmermann, CEO, Wodschow A/S
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SMART
building blocks
By combining existing methods and approaches into a comprehensive process, the SMART process is markedly different
from existing product development processes.
This integration of perspectives is made to suit existing processes and strategies employed by small and medium-sized
companies. The main stages of the process are described below.

User and customer research

Cost analysis

The SMART process is about getting insights
into user and customer needs and turning this
understanding into decisions where features
and functions add value to the product.

A thorough analysis of cost involved in the entire
value chain of existing products and relevant
competitor products is completed to identify cost
reduction potential.

Concept generation

Prototype testing

Combining user, customer, cost and competitor
analyses to understand value-giving features
of the product and their associated costs, a set
of creative methods are used to generate new
product concepts.

Prototypes of the most promising concepts are
brought back to the users and customers as proof
of concept and to get feedback for improvements
before manufacturing investments are made.
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About the company
Bramidan A/S was founded in
Denmark in 1975 and is one of
Europe’s leading suppliers of
balers and compactor solutions
for handling cardboard and plastic waste and other recyclable
materials.
Product in focus for project
Bramidan chose to work on a
smaller baler for the SMART project, since it was time for a new
generation and because a new
market offering was necessary.
Motivation for participating
•	The need for reducing product cost.
•	Improved user friendliness
was necessary.

About the company
Gram was founded in Denmark
in 1901 and in 2001, Gram Commercial A/S was formed focusing
on professional refrigeration.
Gram Commercial is the leading
player within energy efficient
products for professional use
and has, since 2008, been part
of Hoshizaki Electric Co. Ltd.
Product in focus for project
Gram Commercial worked on elements for a new generation of
cooling and freezing tabletops.
Motivation for participating
•	Improved understanding of
market and customer needs.
•	Analysis of cost reduction
oportunities.

SMART pilot companies
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About the company
Kverneland Group Kerteminde
A/S was founded in Denmark in
1879 and is a leading international company in the development, production and distribution of agricultural machinery
and services.
Product in focus for project
Kverneland Group Kerteminde
was working on developing a
new generation of high-end
products for professional farmers to refresh their portfolio.
Motivation for participating
•	Gain methods to do Voice of
Customer.
•	Develop low-cost version of
product without compromising quality of the product.
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SMART process
The SMART project introduces a four-phase process that
starts during the early stages of product development by
collecting insights from users and customers to understand
their needs.

Finally, from the concepts, prototypes are developed and
re-introduced to the users and customers for testing and
verification.
Starting from a decision to follow the process, the company
designates an appropriate development project and forms
a team of company cross-disciplinary stakeholders to take
part in the process. Following this, a realistic time plan of a
few months can be set to complete the four phases.

Next, cost factors of existing product and competitor products are analysed to understand potential for cost reduction.
Then, the understanding of users, customers and cost is
used as a foundation for generating creative and implementable ideas that are combined into viable product
concepts.

•	Decision of which product to
develop using SMART process
•	Buy-in from company stakeholders
and forming of SMART project
•	Timeframe for completion of
SMART process decided

Phase 1

Phase 2

User and
customer
research

Cost analysis

User observation

Product teardown

Traffic light

Cost analysis

Customer interviews

Analysis input mapping

Competitor landscape

Product search frame
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By completing the SMART process, companies can expect
to gain new knowledge of which functionality and
features bring value to the customer and at what cost
this value can be delivered.

actually involve the existing knowledge in the company
in combination with findings from analyses of users,
customers and cost.
The strength of the SMART process lies in adhering
to the phases and methods, so important decisions
regarding the product in development are made on a
qualified basis.

A central component of the SMART process is to involve
managers from the entire value chain in the company
to participate in workshops and meetings throughout
the process. This is to ensure that decisions made

Phase 3

Phase 4

Concept
generation

Prototype
testing

• Improved margins

Analysis wrap-up

Prototype user observation

Idea generation

Prototype traffic light

Idea evaluation

Prototype evaluation

Concept formulation

Feedback prioritisation
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• Higher valued products
•	A process to integrate with
future development projects
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Phase 1:
User and customer research
To ensure continuity throughout the process, it is important
that the project leader participates in the field visits along
with alternating employees from other departments in the
company.

The first phase of the SMART process is about getting insights into user and customer needs and to turn these into
knowledge that can be used to understand which features
and functions add value to the product. This is done by
using a combination of methods that aims to involve the
users and customers to actively discuss, demonstrate and
reflect in collaboration with company representatives.

To make sure that materials from the user and customer
visits are used, a ’War Room’ is established to last throughout the entire SMART process. This room is a place for
sharing experiences and findings from all steps of the process. It is intended to be a place to make decisions based
on actual data and not assumptions. The War Room is also
the location for meetings that summarise the findings from
the field visits and other activities at later stages in the
process. Participants in these meetings should be the entire
project team to ensure that important decisions are made
with key stakeholders present.

Because medium-sized companies often sell their products
to customers not using the product on a daily basis, it is
important to focus on both the actual user of the product
and the person in charge of purchasing the product, the
customer. While the users are not directly involved in
purchasing the product, they possess the expert knowledge
of using the product. Whereas, the customers may not use
the product, but are in charge of purchasing, considering
factors such as price, serviceability, etc. that the users do
not necessarily prioritise.
Therefore, the SMART process involves field visits as a
means of understanding the users’ behavior and context of
use through observations and video recordings as well as
discussions about the product through concrete examples of
use and functionality.

Key activities:
mer
•	User and custo
ible
visits using tang
elements
t of
•	Establishmen

To get the customers’ perspective, the SMART process introduces interviews for engaging in dialogue with customers.
This shapes a critical reflection on what characterises a
good product through the use of tangible materials that can
be moved around, modified and arranged for great effect.

War Room
g
•	Understandin
ng
vi
value-gi
product features

Case
A pilot company conducted interviews with 4 customers and observed 4 users in relevant markets across
Europe. The visits were made visual in the established
War Room, which acted as the frame for future meetings and work done as part of the SMART project.

It was emphasised how important it was for the engineers to talk directly to the users and the customers
using tangible materials to establish detailed and constructive dialogues. Furthermore, they must not rely on
getting these insights through sales as the only source.
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Pilot examples
Phase 1

User observation
A pilot company completed four different
user visits to get an idea of how their own
and competitor products are actually used.
Observations were recorded to make the use
situation easy to show and use when making
decisions internally in the company.

Phase 2

Competitor landscape
To rank the company’s own and competitors’ products
according to price and features, a large two by two matrix was completed with relevant customers. The method
sparked a discussion on which features are actually
valued by the customer and gave way for a discussion on
how the company could change its market position.

Phase 3

War Room establishment
The War Room is established
during the first phase of the
process and lasts for the
duration of the SMART project.
Because the room is permanent
and contains analysis results,
it is an anchor for concrete,
informed discussions and decisions in the project team.

Phase

By talking to the users and customers directly, we understood what they actually
wanted in a new product, which in some cases was different from what we expected.
Ejnar C. Christensen, Technical Manager, Bramidan
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Interactions with the users are completed using the first two
methods ’User observation’ and ’Traffic light’. Customers are
engaged by using the Traffic light method as well as the next
two methods ’Interview sheet’ and ’Competitor landscape’.

The following methods describe concrete steps for how to
engage with the users and customers in ’the field’. Each
method is described in short by how it was evaluated by
the pilot companies, what outcomes are, who to involve, the
concrete steps for completing the method and advice for
executing the method.

Material from the field visits are brought back to the War
Room to be presented and discussed at a project team
meeting.

To start the first phase of the SMART process, contact should
be made to relevant customers and users, for example
through retailers in target markets. At least one person from
the company is required to participate throughout all the
methods of phase one. Preferably, alternating persons from
the project team should also participate to get a first-hand
impression of users and customers.

Outcome
The aim of the first phase is to gain a thorough understanding of which needs and desires the users and customers
have for the product in development. Furthermore, an
understanding for which features add value from the
perspective of the users and customers is also established.

Activities:

User observation

Traffic light

The first method is about going into the field to observe and talk to
the actual users in the target market. The project leader should participate in all visits, bringing along different members of the SMART
project team.

During the user and customer visits, after the video recordings have
been completed, the participants are asked to fill in the product sheet.
This sheet consists of a picture of an existing product with important
details highlighted. The sheet is used to evaluate and discuss the
product.

Method outcomes
• Insight into how the product is used
• Understanding of the context of use
• Detailed video documentation

Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

LOW

Method outcomes
• Feedback at the feature level
•	Concrete discussion with users and customers about product
functionality

Quality of
information
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Phase com

pletion

Phase 1 activities

Following
the field v
isits, the S
gathers to
MART pro
digest and
ject team
discuss th
should resu
e findings.
lt in a pre
This
liminary e
features a
valuation
nd functio
o
f
which
ns of the p
the users
roduct ad
and custo
d
v
a
lue to
mers.

Field visits
• User observation recordings
• Traffic light sheets with notes
• Customer visit recordings
• Interview sheets
• Competitor landscapes
• Editing of central video segments

A typical b
arrier whe
n using m
customer
ethods to
and user st
get
atements
conflict w
is that the
ith the est
y
can
ablished u
company
nderstand
stakehold
in
g
of
ers. Howe
process em
ver, the SM
phasises ta
ART
king input
with comp
that may
any unders
conflict
tandings se
are key to
riously, as
adding th
they
e right va
lue.

Establishment of War room
• Phase 1 SMART project team meeting
• Presentation of findings
• 	Feature and functionality value identification

Customer interviews

Competitor landscape

foundation
After visits to users, focus shifts to customers, defined as those
people who are in charge of purchasing the product. Customers are
usually choosing between a number of competing products.

As an extension of the customer interview, the competitor landscape
catalyzing
matrix provides a systematic and tangible way of evaluating competing products.

Method outcomes
• Identification of value-giving product features

Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

LOW

Method outcomes
• Customer prioritization of offered product features
• Comparison to competing products on price and functionality

Quality of
information
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Resources
spent

Expertise
required

LOW

LOW

Quality of
information
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Phase 2:
Cost analysis
To realise this movement in the market, a search frame
is formulated that includes cost price targets and which
features should be offered or not offered with the new
product. This is the foundation for the generation of new
product concepts.

The second phase of SMART is about completing in-depth
cost analyses of the company’s own as well as competitor
products and using these to make a strategic decision on
how to target the product in development.
All the SMART pilot companies navigate markets populated
by many competitors. Therefore, the second phase involves
the part-by-part comparison between the company’s
own product and competitor products. By procuring the
products of competitors and completing a teardown, a
complete overview of the cost of competitors’ products
can be provided to compare with the company’s existing
product

Throughout the phase, it is important to involve the
entire value chain of the company to ensure a common
understanding of what competitors are doing and what are
realistic and decisive steps to take to improve the product.

A product teardown is the act of disassembling a
competitor’s product as well as an in-house product in a
structured way to identify its component parts, system
functionality, and component costing information. By going
through methods to systematically understand the cost
associated with the manufacture of existing products, an
understanding of cost reduction potential will be clarified.

Key activities:
•	Teardown of
ucts
competitor prod
of
•	Cost analysis
ucts
pr
competitor od
oduct
pr
•	Formulation of

Once an overview of costs related to the product has been
clarified, the findings from the first phase are used to
make a combined overview of how product features and
functionality are rated for each competitor. From realising
associated costs of features, a desired movement for the
product in development is made in terms of how it should
be placed compared to competitors in the market.

search frame

Case
One pilot company was not in a position to procure the
products of competitors due to very high sales prices.
Instead, the teardown was completed by observing
competitor products and using photographs to document their structure.

The company found it very useful to be given tools to
assist in product costing for pre-calculation of product
cost. This particular tool has already been implemented
in other development projects by the company.
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Pilot examples
Phase 1

Map customer input
By combining the analyses from the first and second phases, a
direct comparison between the company’s own and competitors’ products could be completed at a feature level to identify
opportunities for the product in development.

Phase 2

The teardown and the way of visually
presenting cost analyses were helpful tools
to replace confusing spreadsheets.
Jan Vestergaard Madsen, Head of Design Department, Kverneland

Phase 3
Cost calculation
Calculation and comparison of product
costs at part and component level, including e.g. material costs, process cost,
etc. were completed by pilot companies.
By using this method, it was made clear
that a purchased component had a big
cost reduction potential, which led to a
constructive dialogue with the supplier
on how to improve the product.
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Phase 4

Product teardown
By completing a product
teardown on several competitor products, a pilot company
was able to investigate alternative principles and manufacturing processes, leading
to concrete ideas usable for
the product in development.

CHAPTER 2 – Phases and Methods

The second SMART phase is centered around the
understanding of product cost of the company’s own
products and on relevant competitor products.

product functionalities and features have the most
potential to increase the total value offered to the
customers. This is done by formulating a desired future
market position in comparison to competitors.

First, a product teardown of the company’s own and
competitor products is completed. This activity gives
an understanding of e.g. the number of unique parts
used, manufacturing processes, materials and other
specifications.

This combined analysis is then used to formulate a
simple set of goals and requirements for the product in
development prior to concept generation.

From the teardown, a cost analysis is done at a component
level to provide an overview of which components of the
product hold the largest potential for cost reduction.

Outcome
The aim of this phase is to have a clear focus on which
features and functions to develop for the new product by
understanding cost and its relation to user and customer
needs.

Next, the cost understanding is merged with user and
customer insights to make a combined analysis of which

Activities:

Product teardown

Cost breakdown

The second phase of the SMART process is about understanding and
analysing costs related to the product. The phase also focuses on
comparing the functional value to related costs before formulating
key design requirements.

This method focuses on making cost calculations of products from the
teardown. This results in an overview of costs by component across
all products.

Method outcomes
•	A detailed understanding of materials used, number of unique parts,
and product construction
• Identification of manufacturing processes used
• Insights from competitors
Resources
spent

Expertise
required

HIGH

MEDIUM

Method outcomes
• Direct comparison of costs associated with each product at
a component level
•	Analysis of components and functions that have potential for cost
reduction

Quality of
information
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Quality of
information
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Phase 2 co

mpletion

Phase 2 activities

As in the fi
rst phase,
continue to
Room to d
use the W
ocument th
ar
e activitie
from the co
s
and findin
st analyse
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s. When fo
search fra
rmulating
me, all pre
th
e
vious ana
available
lyses shou
in the Wa
ld
b
e
r Room as
tables and
posters, p
graphs, etc
ictures,
.

Analyse competitor products
• Procure at least 3 competitor products
• Complete competitor testing
• Product teardown
• Calculate costs of features and functions
• Set potential target cost price

Following
the formu
lation of th
frame, the
e product
process ca
search
n move dir
three. This
ectly into
move req
phase
uires agre
date, whe
eing on a
re the SM
w
o
rkshop
ART proje
ct team ca
n attend.

Cross user/customer and cost analyses
• Identify and rank product performance
• Complete comparison to competitor offering
• Determine desired product performance
Formulate search frame

Map analysis input

Product search frame

foundation
This method draws on the findings from both phase 1 and the previous competitor product analyses. It results in a clear and strategically
prioritized decision about features and functions to offer in the
product under development.

To conclude the first two phases of the process, a meeting amongcatalyzing
the
entire SMART project team is held to formulate a list of a few central
requirements for the product under development.

Method outcomes
•	List of desired product improvements including cost per
improvement and potential benefit
• Strategic development targets based on understanding of
competitor product offerings in the market
Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

LOW

Method outcomes
• Short list of the key requirements that the new product must
address
• A means to characterize and communicate the project goals easily
to all relevant stakeholders

Quality of
information
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Phase 3:
Concept Generation
Generated ideas are then evaluated according to their fit
and value to the on-going development project. Ideas that
are accepted for the on-going process are organised in a
chart that matches the product structure, which is used to
formulate concepts that describe different ways to provide
a successful product.

The third phase of the SMART process combines the
analyses completed in the two previous phases to form the
foundation for generating ideas, which are evaluated and
combined into concrete concepts for further development.
The first step of the phases consists of putting together the
SMART project team comprising the different disciplines
and departments of the company.

Following the concept description, the concept are subject
to further detailing before a decision is made on which
concepts are modeled into prototypes that can be tested
with the users and customers in the final phase of the
SMART process.

The team then goes through the previous analyses done in
the War Room to refresh and bring everyone up to speed
on the conclusions of those phases and the intended goals
to be met by the product in development.
Following this, a session is conducted that focuses on
generating ideas for different aspects and components of
the product, e.g. ideas that focus solely on reducing cost
and ideas that focus on improving product features the best
way possible. In this way, several perspectives and areas
are covered to generate as many ideas as possible.

Key activities:
sis
•	Previous analy
wrap-up
d
•	Generation an
eas
id
of
evaluation
ncepts
co
•	Formulation of

Case
Another pilot company highlighted how the activity of
generating ideas involving the different disciplines and
departments in the company helped everyone to understand and accept the basis for the concepts that were
formulated.

A pilot company expressed how they appreciated the
way the idea generation and later concept formulation
were made possible by the previous customer and cost
analyses. This made it possible for them to backtrack
and explain the rationale for each idea and thus avoid
misleading assumptions as the basis for new ideas.
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Pilot examples
Phase 1

Idea generation
The idea generation was completed as a structured session in
which different focus areas were used to brainstorm as many
ideas as possible. The process left room for ’wild ideas’, but
also kept focus and emphasised that ideas were concrete and
understandable for further use. The number of participants
ranged from 8 to 12.

Phase 2

Analysis wrap-up
The recap of the previous analyses from phases one
and two were presented in the War Room using the
actual material from the field visits and teardowns.
This ensured continuity and a way for those not
involved in the earlier stages to catch up to speed.

Phase 3

It is important that by making sketches of ideas, people can visualise
their thoughts conceptually to the other project members
Flemming Tind Velling, Product Manager, Gram

Phase 4

Idea evaluation
Evaluation of generated ideas according to two
matrices helped to critically clarify which ideas
were useful for the project in development and
which ideas were more suitable to save for future
development projects.
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The third phase of the SMART project involves the generation of ideas to propose feasible product concepts. The
analysis wrap-up brings everyone involved in the SMART
project up to speed and acts as inspiration to generate
ideas. This is done in the War Room where all the visual
material is already present. This method starts the creative
generation of ideas gently by asking participants to jot
down ideas after looking at competitor products.

be used in the further process. Next, ideas are evaluated
and sorted according to whether or not they are useful to
the project in progress. The activity functions to categorise ideas by which element of the product structure they
belong. From the product structure, different concepts are
described by combining ideas. This is done by creating a
poster that describes the concepts according to strengths,
weaknesses and potentials.

An idea generation session is then conducted and facilitated by an internal participant. The aim of the session is to
generate many radical ideas, but also to maintain a balance
to ensure that ideas cover all components of the product
and that the ideas are described in a concrete way that can

Outcome
The formulated concepts based on the user, customer and
cost analyses act as the starting points for detailing before
proceeding to build prototypes that can be tested.

Activities:

Analysis wrap-up

Idea generation

The third phase is about generating concept alternatives. This process
is begun by presenting previous analyses and the search frame.

An idea generation session is facilitated by one of the SMART project
team members to generate ideas that reflect the different requirements found in the search frame.

Method outcomes
• Many concrete ideas that cover different aspects of the product
•	A direct link from user, customer, and cost analyses to concrete
solutions

Method outcomes
•	Understanding by the entire SMART project team of the aims and
rationale for the product under development
• List of product ideas from competing products

Resources
spent

Expertise
required

LOW

LOW

Quality of
information
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Phase 3 co
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Phase 3 activities
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Idea generation and evaluation
• Generate ideas in tracks
• Evaluate and sort ideas
• Create product morphology

Starting fr
om idea sk
etches and
design an
concept p
d develop
osters,
m
e
nt work fo
concept a
r detailing
re done to
the
make them
type testin
ready for
g.
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Concept formulation
• Describe 2-3 concepts on posters
• Present and discuss concepts

Idea evaluation

Concept formulation

foundation
Immediately following idea generation, the project leader and representatives from development and production go through each idea
(including those generated from competing products) to determine
their feasibility and suitability to the project.

From the sorted and evaluated ideas, a number of concept alternacatalyzing
tives are formulated to describe ways of conceptualizing the product
under development.

Method outcomes
•	List of ideas sorted according to their usefulness to the project or
potential value in future projects
•	Useful ideas prepared for simple combination into feasible concepts

Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Method outcomes
• A few feasible concepts that can enter into the company’s
development process

Quality of
information
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Phase 4:
Prototype testing
While the prototype will most often have a physical
representation that can be tested, it should be emphasised
that a prototype can also be a set of technical drawings
or an animated simulation. Aiming particularly at the
customer, the prototype can also be a description of a new
ordering or customisation system that can be used to start
a discussion with a relevant customer.

Following the generation of feasible product concepts,
the final phase of the SMART process focuses on testing
prototypes of the concept with the users and customers to
get feedback and validation.
The phase re-introduces the methods used in the first phase
of user and customer research, and moves from an open
testing with no instructions to a more controlled testing.
This is done to ensure that the users and customers can
provide feedback that is not expected, while still making
it possible to test critical features and functions of the
product.

The important thing is that the prototype testing phase
has something tangible or concrete to present to the users
and customers to get feedback. Preferably, the prototype
should not be ready for production thus leaving no room
or resources for changes or modification. The prototype
should leave room for actual changes to the product
concept after testing.

Even though this phase uses methods that have already
been used, it is important to make the decision to present
a prototype and be open to the criticism and comments
that will be given by those testing the concept. It can
be tempting to assume that because the prototype was
designed from user feedback that the concept has already
been tested and proven. However, this is rarely the case,
which makes the investment in time and resources to test
the prototype worth the effort.

Key activities:
otype
•	Preparing prot
ld with
•	Test in the fie
ers
users and custom
on
ns
io
•	Make decis
apply
which changes to

Depending on the degree of changes proposed during
testing, the company can determine whether it makes
more sense to leave some changes for a future generation
of the product or if some changes require immediate
implementation.

Case
A pilot company chose to create a prototype of their
product in the form of a set of drawings that showed
the functionality of new features to the product.

tomer to give written feedback to the drawings which
could then be used by the company to make decisions
on which comments and changes to implement in the
further product development.

The prototypes were presented in a format that highlighted these new features and left room for the cus-
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Pilot examples
Phase 1
Prototype traffic light
By re-using the traffic light method to present
the prototype, the company can direct the
users’ attention to certain features of the
product to get positive and negative feedback.

Phase 2

Use of prototypes
Prototypes are used to get quality feedback
from the users and customers. It is recommended to let the users use the product with
no particular instructions before moving to
the more structured methods of evaluation.

Phase 3

Aside from knowing if concepts have actually achieved the intended
features and functionality, the prototypes help the company get
feedback early to avoid investments on inadequate concepts.
Claus Cramer-Petersen, Ph.D. candidate, DTU

Phase 4

Feedback prioritisation
Following the collection of prototype feedback and suggestions for improvement from customers and users, the
project team decides on which changes to prioritise for
the project. This can be done by referring to analyses from
phases one and two for cross-checking.
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and/or bad as well as any other ideas or suggestions
sparked by using the pro-totype. All feedback from the
prototype testing is presented and discussed at a SMART
project meeting. Here, it is decided which changes to apply
to the current project and which changes can be useful to
consider in future generations of the product.

The final phase of the SMART process is structured to allow
the users and customers from the first phase to provide
their feedback and comments regarding a prototype of the
product in development.
Initially, the users and customers are asked to use the
prototype with no further instructions to allow for
feedback that may not have been predicted by the
company.

Outcome
This phase is intended to give the company an op-portunity
to test and verify whether the product in development is
actually more valuable and appreciated by the customers
and users. Thus, the phase allows room for changes before
the further concept detailing and production maturing take
place.

Next, a more focused feedback session is com-pleted by
leading the attention of the users to certain central features
of the product that are new to the product. Following
this, the users and customers are asked to evaluate the
prototype and to give concrete thoughts on what is good

Activities:

Use of prototype

Prototype – traffic light

The fourth SMART phase is about testing the just-developed prototype. This is done by applying some of the same methods used in the
first phase of the process, only this time with the prototype in focus.
The overall aim is to get feedback from the same users and customers
involved in the first phase.

During the user and customer prototype testing, after the video
recordings have been completed, the participants are asked to fill in
the prototype sheet. This sheet is the same as the one used during
phase 1, only this time the prototype is used to illustrate the concept.

Method outcomes
• Insight into use of prototype
• Identification of concept flaws
• Detailed video documentation

Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

LOW

Method outcomes
• Directed feedback from users and customers on new features
and functions offered by the concept prototype

Quality of
information
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Phase 4 co
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Phase 4 activities
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Prototype testing
• Record and observe prototype in use
• Get specific feedback on new features
• Learn about new market placement
Changes to implement
• Present findings from prototype testing
• Prioritise feedback
• Decide on changes to implement

Prototype evaluation

Feedback prioritisation

foundation
This method reintroduces the competitor landscape used in the
first phase of SMART. This time, the matrix is used to compare the
prototype to competing products.

The final step of the SMART process is a collective meeting wherecatalyzing
the
entire SMART team participates. During this meeting, the prototype
feedback is gone through and used to make a decision on which
changes to make to the prototype before continuing the product
development process.

Method outcomes
•	Feedback from customers on how they are likely to perceive and
purchase the product under development
•	Identification of new competitors that have emerged since the start
of the SMART process
Resources
spent

Expertise
required

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Method outcomes
• A qualified and informed decision on which changes to implement
in the further product development process.

Quality of
information
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SMART process
outcome

Difference from rela
ted
processes

SMART process outcome
By successfully completing the SMART process, companies can expect to generate new product concepts
that have been developed based on a thorough
understanding of the value a product delivers to the
users and customers, while knowing associated costs.
For the pilot companies, this resulted in product concepts that can offer the necessary features at lower
costs or products that significantly improve features
while retaining the same cost price.

The SMART process
is new in that differ
ent product
development metho
ds are combined to
ma
ke a
‘design to value’ appro
ach.
Other processes for
product development
exist
that focus on improvin
g productivity from
a process and cost perspect
ive, e.g. Design to Co
st
and
Proof of Concept (Ra
dikal Forenkling Via
Design).
Likewise, other proces
ses focus on getting
insights
from users as a parti
cipatory process. E.g
.
Pa
rticipatory Innovation an
d User-centered Desig
n.

A secondary outcome of the SMART process is the
potential for the company to learn about new ways
to collaborate across disciplines and departments
within the company that allow for a more effective
development process.

The SMART process
iterates perspective
s of
users/customers and
cost/production to ge
nerate
valuable products.

Source: Interviews with pilot company project leaders
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Stick to the methodology – stay in the phase with as
many tasks as possible and complete the work, conclude
and only hereafter move on to the next phase. Hereby,
every organisational entity can understand and assess
project progress. Add to this a successive, structured,
highly frequent decision process, focused on qualified risk
assessments. This will facilitate speed by reducing waiting
and the amount of iterations.
Finn Jørgensen, Redacto Consulting

Integrating SMART into existing
development processes
Following the final phase of the SMART process, existing methods and
processes from the companies are used to complete concept detailing
and production ramp-up.
However, the general SMART principles are intended to be used in
these further processes, underlining the qualities of the SMART
principles:
•	Cross-disciplinary collaboration that ensures a common understanding of project goals and a frame for documenting analyses and
making good decisions among the important internal stakeholders in
the company.
•	Keeping analyses visible and easy to understand to support stronger
arguments and better decisions based on the understanding of actual
user and customer needs and affiliated costs.

SMART company
reflections
A key learning for the pilot
companies was related to the
effect of using the War Room as
a frame for project meetings and
presentations. It was particularly
underlined how the presence
and visualization of analyses
for both users and customers
as well as cost analyses allowed
decisions to be made during
meetings based directly on real
data. This ensured that decisions
were not based on possibly
wrong assumptions or estimates.
By involving a cross-disciplinary
team of internal stakeholders in
the project, a greater common
understanding of the issues
involved at the different stages
of product development was
achieved. For example, in one
pilot company, a sales person
realised that the important
trade-offs involved offering a
particular product feature, which
improved communication with
R&D, to be more constructive
than before the SMART process.
In the following pages, the
primary learnings and concrete
results produced by the SMART
process are described.
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SMART company
results

•	Wish to be even more price
competitive on some markets
•	Need to improve user friendliness of existing product
•	To have the most easy-to-use
product on the market

•	Understanding the market
and customer needs
•	Wish for concrete methods
to learn about the customers
and users

•	Lack of low-cost version of
high-end product
•	Need for better understanding the voice of the customer

Before SMART
After SMART

Concept 1:
•	Significantly reduced cost
price
•	Reduced number of parts
by 30-40%
•	Retained same functionality
and value to customers
Concept 2:
•	Substantially improved
functionality
•	Retained same cost price

•	Usable tools and methods
learned that suit existing
development projects
•	Learned how to apply SMART
process as short, print-like
processes to get to the
solution fast
•	Concrete concepts for
reducing cost of product
elements
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•	A low-cost concept as an alternative to existing solution
with key features maintained
•	Improved product offering to
market
•	A greater understanding from
the organisation on the early
phases of product development – especially production
and purchasing
•	Concrete methods to understand users and customers as
well as product costing

CHAPTER 3 – Smart Outcomes

One of the most important
things we learned from
the SMART project was to
be concrete together using
actual data, which helped
avoid wrong assumptions
and to make better decisions.

The SMART process resulted
in a lower risk by providing
tools to understand user
needs and product costs.
The accuracy of the concept
was improved compared to
earlier projects.

Ejnar C. Christensen, Technical manager,
Bramidan

Jan Vestergaard Madsen, Head of Design
Department, Kverneland

The process is good for
engineering companies that
want to change. By learning to work ’outside-in’ by
using user observations
and quotes, developers are
forced to take new insights
seriously.
Flemming Tind Velling, Product Manager,
Gram Commercial

Company testimonial
The SMART project has helped us develop new cost efficient products in one year – from early customer input
to launch of final products. Through the methods of the project, we have gained stronger customer insights and
dialogue with our customers and sales subsidiaries that have accelerated the development process.
In our internal process, we have strengthened our cooperation across the value chain by involving all stakeholders in the development and idea/concept generation. Hence the ownership for our new products is stronger in
the entire company than we have experienced before. The final result has been a low-cost product delivering the
requested functionality and a high-end value product at a competitive price
Henrik Dueholm Madsen, CEO, Bramidan A/S
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SMART process
overview
The SMART project was presented in this booklet as a four-phase process that can help companies develop more valuable
products and with the potential to increase margins.
In addition, the SMART project introduces new methods and ways to collaborate internally in the company that will benefit
future development projects.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

User and
customer
research

Cost analysis

Concept
generation

Prototype
testing

User observation

Product teardown

Analysis wrap-up

Prototype user observation

Traffic light

Cost analysis

Idea generation

Prototype traffic light

Customer interviews

Analysis input mapping

Idea evaluation

Prototype evaluation

Competitor landscape

Product search frame

Concept formulation

Feedback prioritisation

When the collaboration is staged in a structured way, the input from sales, purchasing,
production is often valuable.

s
Improved margin ering what the
only deliv
Cost reduction by
s
customer need

Martin Olander, Partner, NNE Pharmaplan

roducts
More valuable p
e right price
e customer, at th
The right features

to th

The SMART process is new as it brings together widely used and proven methodologies for product development together with
an explicit focus on trade-offs between
functionality, customer value and cost.

Collaborating
organisation
The SMART pr
inciples prov
ides
ways for the
company to be
tter
understand ch
allenges and
co
lleborate across
departments
and functions

Saeema Ahmed-Kristensen, Professor, DTU
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By following the SMART process, we managed to create a product that we
expect will reduce cost significantly while keeping the offered features at
the same level in comparison to our existing product.
Ejnar C. Christensen, Technical Manager, Bramidan

Expert evaluation
NNE Pharmaplan, Redacto, SDU

Academic Evaluation
DTU Management Engineering

From facilitating the SMART process in the pilot
companies, the involved experts see the following
points as vital for successful completion of the process.

The design methodology applied in the SMART project
covers different traditions and approaches to product
development.

The SMART process requires a key person to be
responsible for facilitating the process phases and
involving internal stakeholders throughout the
organisation. Ensure project sponsorship from top
management and representation from all parties in
the company: sales, purchasing, product development,
logistics, manufacturing, finance. Respect the
perspectives of all parties involved in the process.
Their input can be very valuable throughout the
SMART approach.

Understanding user and customer insights is
emphasised as crucial to product development
success. Poorly identified requirements can lead to
inappropriate products [Hall, et al., 2002]. Studies
exist on deploying ’the voice of customer’ throughout
the product development process, e.g. Quality
Function Deployment [Griffin & Hauser, 1993].
Likewise, methodologies of collaborative innovation
suggest potentials in companies’ ability to involve
e.g. users and other stakeholders as an iterative
integrated part of the design process that relies on
the generation of prototypes and testing to progress
[Ylirisku & Buur, 2007].

The use of tangible tools helped the facilitation of
the interviews by allowing customers involved to be
concrete and discuss their wishes for a new product.
Ensure that this kind of knowledge from phase
to phase is maintained, e.g. through involvement
across the organisation and the War Room concept.
In many cases, customer needs for features will
result in wishes for a great variety of product
configurations that cannot be handled by an inflexible
manufacturing and logistics system. Therefore, product
development requires both manufacturing and logistics
development. Management has to observe this and
support the need for changes in the entire company.

Cost reduction through reverse engineering is a
different field that is extensively described as a
strategy for product design [Otto & Wood, 2000].
The motivation from responding to competition from
emerging economies to deliver innovations with the
right amount of value is described by terms such as
frugal innovation and Jugaad innovation [Tiwari and
Herstatt, 2012; Radjou, Prabhu, and Ahuja, 2012].
Traditionally, researchers treat the above
perspectives separately. In the SMART project, the
conventional methods were reconsidered under the
new context of rapid and fierce global competition.
This integration of perspectives contributes to
advancing knowledge in understanding and improving
product development process practices and is not
extensively covered in scientific literature.

Accept and take user and customer input seriously.
Make sure that they are conveyed in a non-filtered
form to the project participants. After concepts and
prototypes have been developed, involve customers
again for improved feedback and further suggestions
for product improvements.
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Further reading
Books

Frugal Innovation:
How to do more with less

Engineering Design:
A Systematic Approach

Authors: Navi Radjou and
Jaideep Prabhu
Year: 2015
Publisher: Profile Books Ltd

Authors: Gerhard Pahl, W. Beitz, Jörg
Feldhusen and Karl-Heinrich Grote
Year: 2007
Publisher: Springer-Verlag London

QFD: Quality Function
Deployment - Integrating
Customer Requirements
into Product Design

Product Design: Techniques
in Reverse Engineering and
New Product Development
Authors: Kevin Otto and Kristin Wood
Year: 2000
Publisher: Prentice Hall

Author: Yoji Akao
Year: 2004
Publisher: Taylor & Francis

Reverse Innovation:
Create far from home,
win everywhere

Design with Video:
Focusing the user-centred
design process

Authors: Vijay Govindarajan and
Chris Trimble
Year: 2012
Publisher: Harvard Business Review
Press

Authors: Salu Pekka Ylirisku and
Jacob Buur
Year: 2007
Publisher: Springer-Verlag London

Scientific articles
A. Griffin and J. R. Hauser, “The voice of the customer,” Marketing Science 12 (1993): 1–27.
T. Hall, S. Beecham, and A. Rainer, “Requirements problems in twelve software companies: An empirical analysis,”
IEEE Proceedings—Software 149 (2002): 153–160.
R. Tiwari, and C. Herstatt, “Frugal innovation: A global networks’ perspective,” Unternehmung 66 (2012): 245–274.
J. Buur, B. Ankenbrand, and R. Mitchell, “Participatory business modelling,” CoDesign: International Journal of
CoCreation in Design and the Arts 9 (2013): 55-71.
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